
Computer Extension (to Sample Problem 2/10)

A tracking radar lies in the vertical plane of the path of a rocket which
is coasting in unpowered flight above the atmosphere. For the instant
when θ = 30°, the tracking data give r = 25(104) feet, r  = 4000 ft/s,
and θ  = 0.8 deg/s.  Let this instant define the initial conditions at time
t = 0 and plot vr and vθ as a function of time for the next 150 seconds.
You may assume that g remains constant at 31.4 ft/s2 during this time
interval.

Solution. Place a Cartesian coordinate system at the radar with x
positive to the right and y positive up. With r and θ defined as in the
sample problem we have, at any time t
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Recognizing that x and y depend upon time we use the chain rule to
differentiate r and θ yielding, after some simplifications,
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Now we find vr and vθ from their definitions.
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Since the rocket is coasting in unpowered flight we can use the
equations for projectile motion
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Where x0 = 25(104)sin(30) ft, y0 = 25(104)cos(30) ft, v0 is the initial
speed (5310 ft/sec) and β is the angle that v0 makes with the
horizontal. From the figure we can find the angle between v0 and the r
axis as φ = tan-1(3490/4000) = 41.11°. Since the r axis is 60° from the
horizontal, β = 60 – 41.11 = 18.89°.

Substitution of x and y into the above equations gives vr and vθ as
functions of time. The results are very messy and will not be given
here. Remember, though, that substitutions such as this can be made
automatically when using computer software such as Maple, Mathcad,
or MATLAB. You can also use these computer programs to carry out
the derivatives in the first part of this problem.

The plot of vr and vθ shown to the right was obtained with Maple.


